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When B. Datta and A. N. Singh set out on the long voyage of 
writing the History of Hindu Mathematics nearly half B), csntury 
ago, they intended to publish it in three volumes. Part I (Nu- 
merical Notations and Arithmetic) and Part IT (Algebra) were 
published in 1935 and 1938, respectively, and both rightly gained 
a high reputation. However, the third part, in which they plannad 
to deal with "geometry, trigonometry, calculus and various other 
topics such as magic squares, theory of series and pemutatione 
and combinations" [Datta 6 Singh 1935, ix], was not published, 
even though the authors lived longienough to do SP after the 
publication of the second part [Gupta 19801. Recently, the long 
forgotten manuscript of their Park TII was uncovered by K. S. 
Shukla and R. C. Gupta, and the revision by Shukla of the part 
on "Hindu Geometry" appeared in the Indian JQurna~ OF the! H&tory 
of Science (Vol. 15, NO. 2 (1980), 121-188). The article, as it 
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turned out, was not exhaustive enough to be regarded as a general 
history of Indian geometry, especially when compared with the 
preceding two parts. Perhaps this might explain why Datta and 
Singh were so reluctant to publish the last of their joint works. 
T. A. Sarasvati Amma says in the Preface of the book under 
review that it is the third in a series of books on Indian Math- 
ematics, succeeding Datta and Singh's Parts I & II. So far as 
geometry is concerned, Sarasvati's claim for legitimacy is justi- 
fied--Datta and Singh's supposed original plan has been better 
achieved by another person a generation later. A similar history 
of Indian trigonometry is said to have been written by R. C. Gupta 
as his Ph.D. dissertation under Sarasvati's guidance (hence, one 
assumes, her reservation in dealing with that subject). Let us 
hope Gupta's history of trigonometry merits publication and can 
serve as the fourth part succeeding Sarasvati's. 
Geometry in Ancient and Medieval India (henceforth G-1) con- 
sists of ten chapters. In Chapter I (Introduction) the author 
gives a general account of the characteristics of Indian mathe- 
matics and a brief outline of its history beginning with the pre- 
Aryan period down to the 17th century A.D.--the period covered 
by this book --although the first stage of the history cannot be 
adequately documented. The most noteworthy feature of Indian 
geometry is that it is highly computational and mensurational, 
in strong contrast with Greek (especially Euclidean) geometry. 
The often-cited "absence of proof" is explained in this context. 
One reason given by the author is that mathematical knowledge for 
its own sake did not interest Indian people. In other words, from 
the beginning mathematics was of an applied nature, viz., the 
Sulbasutra literature for the construction of sacrificial altars. 
Nevertheless, Indian mathematicians did not remain totally indif- 
ferent to proofs, which can be found in prose commentaries. Since 
the author is not specific at this point, I would like to point 
out that the word pratyayakarapa ("verification") and the verb 
pratyzyayati (causative form of prati-, "to convince, prove"), are 
attested in Bhaskara I's commentary (629 A.D.) on the zryabhaciya, 
one of the oldest extant commentaries on mathematical and astro- 
nomical Sanskrit texts. (The date of Bhzskara I is given by 
Sarasvati in a strange way--"c. 522 A.D." on page 8, but "between 
550 and 628 A.D. round about 574 A.D." on the next page.) Later 
the most frequently used Sanskrit word for "proof" was upapatti 
(derivative of the verb (3rd sq.) upapadyate "to be suitcble"). 
Chapter II of GAMI is devoted to the geometry of the Sulbasiitras, 
to which much attention has already been paid because of its high 
antiquity. 2arasvati asserts that there was no break of tradition 
between the SulbasiSitra geometry and the later geometry of the 
ga$ta&tras. It is not easy to agree with her argument, however, 
because the very absence of literature between the latest of the 
&.zlbasiitras and the earliest of the ga@taG%tras--at least seven 
centuries-- is nothing but a long break. The date of the Bakhshzll 
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manuscript, in passing, is very controversial. The author does 
not present sufficient grounds for her dating it as of the second 
and third centuries. 
Chapter III is a brief sketch of the geometry found in the early 
Jaina canonical works. In this aspect of the history of Indian 
mathematics there is still much to b& studied. 
The arrangement of the remaining chapters is not chronological, 
but in accordance with the subject matter--Chapters IV through 
VII deal with plane figures, i.e., trapezia (IV), quadrilaterals 
(V), triangles (VI), and circles (VII). Chapter VIII is on vol- 
umes and surfaces. Within each chapter the description is chrono- 
logical, usually beginning with the &yabhaczya of &yabha$a (born 
476 A.D.), the earliest known astronomer-mathematician, and ending 
with the period of the later Gyabhafa school of the 14th to the 
17th centuries that flourished in South India. 
The most significant contribution of Sarasvati's study is found 
in the exposition of the later development of Indian geometry. She 
has shown how we had been misled by G. R. Kaye's prejudiced state- 
ment that no Indian mathematical work of historical importance was 
known after Bhaskara II (born 1114). Sarasvati's discussion of the 
cyclic quadrilaterals treated by Brahmagupta reveals her remarkable 
competence in dealing with mathematical Sanskrit texts. It is in- 
teresting to learn that &yabha$a II (latter half of the 10th cen- 
tury) and BhZskara'II did not (or did not pretend to?) understand 
the fact that Brahmagupta's viqamacatura&as (quadrilaterals with 
unequal sides) were always cyclic, while the xiryabhata school pre- 
served such interpretation very well. The proofs of the well- 
known "Brahmagupta's theorem" and his formula for the area of 
the cyclic quadrilaterals are reproduced by the author according 
to the 16th-century works (less known but nonetheless important) 
such as the Tantrasagzgraha, YuktibhF&$i, and Kriy;;kramakar?. 
Chapter VII, the most remarkable chapter of GdMI, shows the 
outstanding aspect of Indian mathematics--the discovery of the 
infinite series of IT and of sine and cosine series. Both dis- 
coveries are ascribed to the lost work of Ma'dhava (late 14th 
century), anticipating Leibniz and Newton by three centuries. 
The topic was first discussed by C. M. Wish in 1835, but until a 
century later it remained) "A Neglected Chapter of Hindu Mathemat- 
ics" [Rajagopal 19491. Though Sarasvati's presentation is not 
always neat enough to follow easily, a patient reader will be 
impressed by this final stage of the development of computational 
mathematics. It is not so surprising that we find in it some 
similarities with Japanese mathematics of the 17th and 18th cen- 
turies, which was also highly computational. Chapter IX provides 
evidence of the Indian version of geometrical algebra, again the 
unique aspect of the &yabhata school, thus showing that it was 
not the exclusive possession of Greek mathematics. The last chap- 
ter deals with a problem closely related to mathematical astronomy, 
namely, that of gnomon shadows. There are many other geometrical 
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problem in astronomical texts' (for instance, the analemma, brought 
from the West), but Sarasvati refrains from discussing them. For- 
tunately we have an excellent article written recently by D. Pin- 
gree (Supplement to the Dictionary of Scientific Biography, New 
York3 Scribner (1978), 533-633). 
One factor I should like to comment on is concerned with a 
bibliographical problem. GAMX was apparently written about ten 
years earlier than its publication , as is witnessed by the fore- 
word written in 1972 by the late Professor V. Raghavan, one of 
the greatest Indologists of this century. All the reference books 
and printed editions of Sanskrit texts used by the author are dated 
earlier than 1970, with a very few dated in the 1960s. No refer- 
ence is made to Pingree's great contribution made in the past two 
decades. Some Sanskrit texts used by Sarasvati in their manuscript 
form have been edited and published, for exam#e, Kriyakramakarl 
and Bhzskara I's commentary on the ?b?yabhaflya. The printing 
technique is not very good-- there are other misprints aside from 
those listed at the end of the book; some figures are printed so 
small that letters attached are difficult to read; mathematical 
notations are sometimes clumsy, such as a period for multiplica- 
tion and < for factorial; alphabet letters in mathematical formulas 
are in Roman instead of in italics; 
small niigdd script, 
Sanskrit texts are quoted in 
though there is no cony?elling reason for this. 
Notwithstanding these shortcomings, the book has established a 
firm foundation for the study of Indian geometry, and it will very 
surely give stimulus to the students of history of mathematics. 
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